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Why SoftwareOne? SoftwareOne is powered by Swomies! Every day, over 9.000+

SoftwareOne colleagues – we call ourselves Swomies – solve demanding business

challenges with intelligence and grit. And every day, 400+ Tech Experts in 20+ countries build

and operate the systems that run SoftwareOne. They deliver 24/7 support through

different time zones and work in a hybrid Multi-Cloud environment (AWS, Azure). This team

is called BUSINESS IT (BIT) and is leading SoftwareOne's internal transformation by

rethinking traditional IT and business operations, while driving innovation and productivity for

its thousand's employees worldwide. #DrivenToDeliver #IgniteTheMagic Cloud Architect

(gn) Core Infrastructure team: Business IT of SoftwareOne | pensum: full time location:

Europe; Poland or Germany preferred / working model: hybrid The role In a nutshell: You will

play a pivotal role in designing and implementing secure, scalable, and resilient cloud

infrastructure solutions on Azure and AWS platforms. You will help the organization

transitioning into Serverless, SAAS first and Cloud Native first development. The key

responsibility: Design, define and constantly improve our infrastructure to bring it to a

scalable modernized and resilient core infrastructure solutions on Azure and AWS

platforms, adhering to industry-leading security and infrastructure best practices and

standards. Maintain close contact with stakeholders to make sure our new designs

correspond with out infrastructure and security standards. Develop architecture blueprints,

design specifications, and security controls documentation for cloud infrastructure

deployment and management, ensuring compliance with regulatory requirements and data

protection standards. Collaborate with cybersecurity teams to constantly improve and
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modernize the cloud environments and implement security measures as needed. Stay

updated on emerging technologies, pushing our environment to an improved efficient,

scalable, modern secured core infrastructure. The key relationships: You will be part of a

think tank advising the Head of IT and the CIO on cloud architecture related decisions, and

act as a trusted advisor on any new ideas and project conceptualization. Leveraging your

expertise in cloud technologies and security principles, you will collaborate with cross-

functional teams including enterprise architects, security professionals, data experts and

developers and infrastructure teams to ensure that our cloud architecture meets the

performance, cost effectiveness, reliability, and compliance requirements of our business

operations. The direct Lead: Noa Harel Bazak is our Head of IT Service Portfolio and

will be the direct lead for this role. Her expertise lies in leading large, global, and

multidisciplinary teams through comprehensive digital transformation processes. Noa

started her IT career as System Admimistrator in 1998. Today, Noa leads her team through

digital transformation processes, providing strategic direction, implementing innovative

practices, and ensuring alignment with business goals. This is just a glimpse of Noa's

remarkable journey and skills. You need more information about Noa?:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/noa-harel-bazak-2750291/ What we need to see from you your

experience & knowledge 5+ years of experience in designing, implementing, and securing

core cloud solutions in Azure and AWS environments. In-depth knowledge of cloud

principles, including network, security, data protection, identity and access management, Site

reliability and DevOps / DevSecOps principals, and Application modernization. Hands-on

experience in infrastructure as a code, preferably with infrastructure related toolset:

Terraform, GitHub, Azure DevOps, Bicep, etc. Experience with Cloud Governance

practices. As a plus: Cloud Certification on both Azure and AWS | Security certifications such

as CCSP or cloud vendor specific your communication skill Excellent communication and

interpersonal skills, with the ability to collaborate effectively with cross-functional teams

and communicate security concepts to non-technical stakeholders. English is Business

language your personality Strong problem-solving skills and a proactive approach to identifying

and mitigating security risks and vulnerabilities in cloud environments. Hands-on pioneer

personality with an agile, smart & open mind Attention to processes, quality, details and timings

Ability to work independently and highly self-motivated Courage to try something new and to

speak up to change, not hesitating to question the status quo and dare to propose the

unexpected This is what makes us special as an employer: Global company culture: We defined



our lived culture through 7 core values (https://www.softwareone.com/en/our-story/our-values)

Come as you are: Wear what you feel comfortable in, not just while working from home!

President’s Club: Exclusive recognition awarded by leadership and your peers. Flexible

work: Do great work from anywhere, deliver excellence everywhere. Employee Exchange

Program: Experience new colleagues and cultures around the world. Incentive programs:

Swomies award bonuses to colleagues who go above and beyond. Lifelong education: We

pay for your new skills with tuition reimbursement. Employee stock option programs (SIX:

SWON): Be an owner. All employees can be shareholders. Hire to Grow: We optimize our

internal structures and feedback culture constantly to be your Employer of Choice, today and

in future. You need some more information? Check this link tree and find all information

you need to decide for us: https://swo.co/quick-links You know someone who could be

interested in working with us as well? Share this job (or another) with your network and get

the chance of our referral bonus for external referrers.

https://www.softwareone.com/en/careers/external-referral-program Any questions? E-meet

me! Hi, my name is Nicole and I`m your partner in crime for this role. I`m building bridges for

you to the best careers perspective at SoftwareOne. I`m happy to help you with insights

and try to answer all your questions. Let`s connect on LinkedIn:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicole-radtke/ #LI-NR Related Keywords: Architecture | Cloud

Architect | Systems Architect | IT Service Portfolio | Azure | AWS | DevOps |

Security | Cloud Core | GitHub | Terraform | Automations | CICD Job Function

Business ITIn a nutshell: You will play a pivotal role in designing and implementing secure,

scalable, and resilient cloud infrastructure solutions on Azure and AWS platforms. You

will help the organization transitioning into Serverless, SAAS first and Cloud Native first

development. The key responsibility: Design, define and constantly improve our

infrastructure to bring it to a scalable modernized and resilient core infrastructure solutions on

Azure and AWS platforms, adhering to industry-leading security and infrastructure best

practices and standards. Maintain close contact with stakeholders to make sure our new

designs correspond with out infrastructure and security standards. Develop architecture

blueprints, design specifications, and security controls documentation for cloud

infrastructure deployment and management, ensuring compliance with regulatory

requirements and data protection standards. Collaborate with cybersecurity teams to

constantly improve and modernize the cloud environments and implement security

measures as needed. Stay updated on emerging technologies, pushing our environment to an



improved efficient, scalable, modern secured core infrastructure. The key relationships: You

will be part of a think tank advising the Head of IT and the CIO on cloud architecture related

decisions, and act as a trusted advisor on any new ideas and project conceptualization.

Leveraging your expertise in cloud technologies and security principles, you will

collaborate with cross-functional teams including enterprise architects, security

professionals, data experts and developers and infrastructure teams to ensure that our cloud

architecture meets the performance, cost effectiveness, reliability, and compliance

requirements of our business operations. The direct Lead: Noa Harel Bazak is our Head

of IT Service Portfolio and will be the direct lead for this role. Her expertise lies in leading

large, global, and multidisciplinary teams through comprehensive digital transformation

processes. Noa started her IT career as System Admimistrator in 1998. Today, Noa leads

her team through digital transformation processes, providing strategic direction, implementing

innovative practices, and ensuring alignment with business goals. This is just a glimpse of

Noa's remarkable journey and skills. You need more information about Noa?:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/noa-harel-bazak-2750291/your experience & knowledge 5+

years of experience in designing, implementing, and securing core cloud solutions in Azure

and AWS environments. In-depth knowledge of cloud principles, including network, security,

data protection, identity and access management, Site reliability and DevOps / DevSecOps

principals, and Application modernization. Hands-on experience in infrastructure as a code,

preferably with infrastructure related toolset: Terraform, GitHub, Azure DevOps, Bicep, etc.

Experience with Cloud Governance practices. As a plus: Cloud Certification on both Azure and

AWS | Security certifications such as CCSP or cloud vendor specific your communication

skill Excellent communication and interpersonal skills, with the ability to collaborate

effectively with cross-functional teams and communicate security concepts to non-technical

stakeholders. English is Business language your personality Strong problem-solving skills and a

proactive approach to identifying and mitigating security risks and vulnerabilities in cloud

environments. Hands-on pioneer personality with an agile, smart & open mind Attention to

processes, quality, details and timings Ability to work independently and highly self-motivated

Courage to try something new and to speak up to change, not hesitating to question the

status quo and dare to propose the unexpected This is what makes us special as an employer:

Global company culture: We defined our lived culture through 7 core values

(https://www.softwareone.com/en/our-story/our-values) Come as you are: Wear what you

feel comfortable in, not just while working from home! President’s Club: Exclusive



recognition awarded by leadership and your peers. Flexible work: Do great work from

anywhere, deliver excellence everywhere. Employee Exchange Program: Experience new

colleagues and cultures around the world. Incentive programs: Swomies award bonuses to

colleagues who go above and beyond. Lifelong education: We pay for your new skills with

tuition reimbursement. Employee stock option programs (SIX: SWON): Be an owner. All

employees can be shareholders. Hire to Grow: We optimize our internal structures and

feedback culture constantly to be your Employer of Choice, today and in future. You need

some more information? Check this link tree and find all information you need to decide for

us: https://swo.co/quick-links You know someone who could be interested in working with us

as well? Share this job (or another) with your network and get the chance of our referral

bonus for external referrers. https://www.softwareone.com/en/careers/external-referral-

program Any questions? E-meet me! Hi, my name is Nicole and I`m your partner in crime for

this role. I`m building bridges for you to the best careers perspective at SoftwareOne. I`m

happy to help you with insights and try to answer all your questions. Let`s connect on LinkedIn:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicole-radtke/ #LI-NR Related Keywords: Architecture | Cloud

Architect | Systems Architect | IT Service Portfolio | Azure | AWS | DevOps |

Security | Cloud Core | GitHub | Terraform | Automations | CICD
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